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service of ten days in Calcutta, and a 
deep impression has been produced by the occasion. 
Without any public notice the hall was tolerably well 
filled* on the first day. Though the subsequent morn
ings were occasionally blnsteming and rainy, the hall 
was always well filled, sometimes overcrowded. In
stead of abating, the interest appeared to increase to 
the very last Many deeeterad that they obtained new 
insight into the meaning of God"* w.ird, new and more 
impressive views of divine roalvies, and were greedy 
revived and refreshed in spirit. Christeins of all de- 

drew nearer to each other in the bonds 
faith and lore. Pion* bymen, belonging 

i churches, had for the time taken an active 
and effective share in such public devotional meetings, 
and amid all the services so completely were all one in 
faith and doctrine, that n stranger, in no instance, 
could detect to what body or section of the Christian 
Church the different parties belonged. In eonseouence 
of the devotional spirit awakened, fresh life had been 
|M*nr**tl into private and domestic prayer» : several social 
prayer-meetings had been formed ; the ministrations of 
some of the pulpits had been enlivened ; there were a 
few byni'Mi who had resolved to hold a burines* men’s 
prayer-nis'cting daily at the rooms of the Bible Society, 
at half post nine o’clock, and it was resolved to renew 
these rniou-prjyer meetings nt the old Church-room 
on the first day of three native holidays, and to continue 
them through those days, as the subsequent unlive 

i holidays, to the end of the year.
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